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1.0 What is Jejudoge? 

On the Korean island of Jeju, the JEJU dog (also known as chaeju) is a rare breed. The Jejudoge token is a 

community-driven approach to the doge meme culture. It is a serious currency for significant economic 

growth for the people of Jeju Island, where jurisdiction is delegated to the local provinces rather than the 

government.  

 

The unique characteristic of Jejudoge that sets it apart from all other doge tokens is its real-life utility, 

application, and impact. Our competition is not another dog coin or even other cryptocurrencies, but 

marketing platform giants like Google, Amazon, Instagram, etc. 

 

The Jejudoge cryptocurrency helps local shops and businesses by advertising their products on Jeju Island, 

to South Korea, and to a worldwide audience. Business owners will buy Jejudoge and accept Jejudoge as 

payment. Because of that, they will be featured on the Jejudoge website’s online mall which will boost their 

recognition among Jejudoge 5000+ community members and beyond. This will increase their sales and 

revenue greatly by using Jejudoge’s advertising and marketing power. 

 

Also, Jejudoge is an alternative and fun payment method on Jeju Island (shops, restaurants, casinos, etc.), 

South Korea and around the world. A fast method of transferring money between cryptocurrency holders. 
 

 

Adoption of the Jejudoge as a real world cryptocurrency has already started: 
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2.0 A Geographically-targeted Currency 

Jejudoge is unique in the cryptocurrency space as it was developed to target a specific geography (Jeju 

Island, South Korea). As the project grows, the real life use case of Jejudoge as a form of payment will 

continue to grow beyond Jeju Island. The vision for Jejudoge is to be the cryptocurrency for South Korea 

and all of Asia. However, all businesses around the world are welcome to accept Jejudoge as a new and 

fun form of payment for their customers, which will increase their sales and exposure to the outside world 

through the power of marketing. 

 

3.0 Jejudoge as a Social Token - Huge potential       

The Jejudoge community will not be satisfied just doing a 100x…it is said that the next massive trend coming 

to the crypto space after De-Fi (Decentralized Finance) is going to be “social tokens”.  

 

“Social tokens” are a type of cryptocurrency that is based around something like a brand or community. If 

you are holding Jejudoge right now, you are a very early adopter of social tokens…let’s enjoy together this 

coming next massive trend in the crypto space!! 

 

The following video provides more information about social tokens: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VZ4RIsgUHBg 

 

4.0 Jejudoge Road Map 

The initial road map for the Jejudoge project is as follows: 

 

(1) Listing on Uniswap and community building     COMPLETE 

(2) Listing on CoinGecko and CoinMarketCap     COMPLETE 

(3) Listing on a Central Exchange such as Whitebit, Kucoin etc. 

(4) Development of a NFT Marketplace 

 

The community is committed to continuous exploration of additional avenues to enable the vision and real 

life use case of Jejudoge. One of these avenues is implementation of a payment system to quickly and easily 

allow shops and businesses to accept Jejudoge as payment to engage their customers in a new and fun 

way, while at the same time expanding the network of investors in the project. 

 

5.0 Point of Sale Benefits 

5.1. Shops Accepting Jejudoge: 

Shops and businesses that accept Jejudoge as a new and fun form of payment will immediately receive 

access to a global marketing team composed of fellow Jejudoge investors (known as Jejudoge 

Guardians) and business owners. This is a game-changer, especially for businesses that have 

traditionally not had access to commerce beyond their local or regional markets. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VZ4RIsgUHBg
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5.2. Shops Holding Jejudoge: 

Shops and businesses that accept Jejudoge are by default investors as well. By holding Jejudoge 

themselves, shop owners and CEOs will enjoy the benefit of an appreciating asset that will grow in 

value over time, as opposed to traditional fiat currency which depreciates in value over time due to 

inflation and other factors that affect the economy. 

 

6.0 NFTs 

Non-fungible tokens, or NFTs, offer a new paradigm for monetizing and trading intellectual property. For 

Jejudoge, the NFT space offers a fun way to showcase artists who make unique and stylistic depictions of 

the Jejudoge iconic character, as well as other portrayals of Jejudoge culture or community. Artists have 

already volunteered to create stylish renditions of the Jejudoge character, as seen below. More artists are 

expected to provide their own take on the project. 

 

The Jejudoge community hopes to provide global exposure to new and established artists through a NFT 

Marketplace, with proceeds going back to the artists - or at the artist’s discretion the proceeds to go to 

future development of the Jejudoge project through a marketing fund used to attract new investors and 

grow the community. 

 

                     

 

7.0 Who are Jejudoge Guardians? 

Jejudoge Guardians are a group of Jejudoge investors who actively participate in the promotion and 

marketing of businesses that accept Jejudoge as a form of payment. They will update the Jejudoge website 

marketplace/online mall with new businesses accepting Jejudoge, while also engaging business owner’s 

social media to bring the attention of new customers and increase CEOs revenue. 

 

8.0 Tokenomics 

The original developer followed the path of the Shiba Inu project, with 30% of the Jejudoge token supply 

sent to Vitalik Buterin, one of the co-founders of Ethereum, as a gesture of good will. Another 24% was 

immediately sent to a burn wallet. The remaining 46% of the token supply was added to the Uniswap 

Jejudoge/Eth pair, then liquidity locked for six months. 

 

Supply: 30% sent to Vitalik, 24% burnt, only 46% in circulation 

Contract Address: 0x939a7a577d93ad29b64c1595b1284ce660a479b9 

Contract Ether Scan: https://etherscan.io/token/0x939a7a577d93ad29b64c1595b1284ce660a479b9 

Liquidity Lock (46% of Total Supply): https://app.unicrypt.network/amm/uni-

v2/pair/0x9d549079669d382e9556ef2f4e8a7e1a616dae49 

 

https://etherscan.io/token/0x939a7a577d93ad29b64c1595b1284ce660a479b9
https://app.unicrypt.network/amm/uni-v2/pair/0x9d549079669d382e9556ef2f4e8a7e1a616dae49
https://app.unicrypt.network/amm/uni-v2/pair/0x9d549079669d382e9556ef2f4e8a7e1a616dae49
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9.0 How to Buy Jejudoge 

To buy Jejudoge, you will complete a simple 3-step process: 

❖ Buy Ethereum (ETH) at a trusted crypto marketplace. 

❖ Send your new ETH to your Metamask Wallet. 

❖ Connect Metamask to Uniswap or 1inch and swap ETH for JEJUDOGE. 

 

Step-by-step instructions are provided at https://coinclarity.com/coin/jejudoge 

 

Contract Address: 0x939a7a577d93ad29b64c1595b1284ce660a479b9 

 

Uniswap: 

https://app.uniswap.org/#/swap?outputCurrency=0x939a7a577d93ad29b64c1595b1284ce660a479b9  

 

NOTE: As Centralized Exchanges (CEX's) list Jejudoge, this will enable new investors to buy Jejudoge tokens 

through an order book rather than a decentralized exchange (DEX) such as Uniswap or 1inch. 

Communication of new CEX listings will be made through official channels. 

 

10.0 Jejudoge Chart on Dextools 

https://www.dextools.io/app/uniswap/pair-explorer/0x9d549079669d382e9556ef2f4e8a7e1a616dae49 

 

11.0 Jejudoge Website, Social Media and Other Links 

 

Website: https://www.jejudoge9b9.com 

 

Telegram: 

https://t.me/Jejudoge9b9 

https://t.me/joinchat/Kj9jkX0rtas4MGQ1  

https://t.me/jejudogechat 

 

Twitter: 

https://twitter.com/Jejudoge9b9 

https://twitter.com/Jejudoge1 

https://twitter.com/Jejudoge_Japan 

 

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/jejudoge9b9 

 

Reddit: 

https://www.reddit.com/r/JEJUDOGE 

https://www.reddit.com/r/Jejudogemoon 

 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Jejudoge9b9 

CoinMarketCap: 

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/jejudoge 

 

CoinGecko: 

https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/jejudoge 

https://coinclarity.com/coin/jejudoge
https://app.uniswap.org/#/swap?outputCurrency=0x939a7a577d93ad29b64c1595b1284ce660a479b9
https://www.dextools.io/app/uniswap/pair-explorer/0x9d549079669d382e9556ef2f4e8a7e1a616dae49
https://www.jejudoge9b9.com/
https://t.me/Jejudoge9b9
https://t.me/joinchat/Kj9jkX0rtas4MGQ1
https://t.me/jejudogechat
https://twitter.com/Jejudoge9b9
https://twitter.com/jejudoge1
https://twitter.com/Jejudoge_Japan
https://www.instagram.com/jejudoge9b9
https://www.reddit.com/r/JEJUDOGE
https://www.reddit.com/r/Jejudogemoon
https://www.facebook.com/Jejudoge9b9
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/jejudoge
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/jejudoge

